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Market surveillance is not enough

Anti-competitive behaviour has already taken 
place when it is spotted

Consumers (and competitors) have most often 
already been harmed

Competition policy focuses on consumer detriment 
as a factor of assessment of behaviour, not as a 
damage to be repaired
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When there is consumer detriment, 
competition policy does currently not deliver

Infringements are potentially stopped for future 
consumer welfare

But actual, real damage is not compensated

Currently, no adequate tools for compensation of 
consumer detriment linked to anti-competitive 
behaviour
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The need for an effective redress system for 
consumers

A policy system that does not provide for an 
efficient framework to compensate for damages 
linked to illegal behaviour is not effective. 

How should such a framework be designed : 
Collective mechanism even more needed than in other
compensation cases
The importance of the economy of proving illegal
behaviour in case of follow-on actions
Opt out when it comes to introduction of the case by a 
consumer organisation or a trade association
Access to evidence in order to quantify the damage
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Why is this so controversial ?

The wrong arguments 
Legal basis 
New Commission
US-style litigation
Bankruptcy/job losses / economic crisis

The right responses
Co-decision for more democracy in designing the legal
framwor
Democratic debate should be held not within the Commission 
but with all institutions
Integration of procedural guarantees
Elimination of illegal behaviour is better for the market, even
more in times of economic crisis.
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Why is an EU initiative on private
enforcement so crucial ?

Political message that the EU cares for people, not 
only for business

Acts should be consistent with speeches
Consumer confidence in competition policy

Legal tool for consumer organisations to act on 
anti-competitive behaviour : complementarity with
action by public authorities
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